
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As February begins there is that subtle feeling that winter is heading to another hemisphere. Although it 
is snowing outside right now there is a shift, albeit a very slow one, that spring is coming. Most likely it 
is simply that I can sometimes wake up in the daylight now, and I’m not doing animal chores in the 
middle of the afternoon.  But there is something else about it, too: a small excitement about what is to 
come, the anticipation for another round of this thing we call the growing season.  
 
It’s the time of year around the farm when, instead of just trying to cozy up and eat cookies and not talk 
about the farm, now all we do is talk about the farm. The excitement of hiring new crew members: who 
are they? What are they like? Do they have a dog? Where are they from? Everyone who is here asks Noah 
and Anna, “What’s my job going to be? What direction is the farm headed? How are we going to do this 
again?” As well, there is so much computer work going on these days. Plenty of planning and organizing 
thoughts for what is to come; for me its research into improved compost production, and at my side is 
Anna doing the seed order, and in the other room Noah finishing the crop plan. And, without fail, when I 
make myself a toast in the farmhouse, I overhear someone mumbling something about some meeting, or 
“Can we check in?”, or “I got to make that phone call right now”. This is the time when there is a chance 
to think things through and attempt to approach things with a plan, because, come July, we are mostly 
just reacting to what we set in motion in February. 
 
But wintertime is not all 
thinking. The fields may be 
cover cropped, but Bill and 
Linda, and all 16 cattle 
certainly are not hanging out 
waiting for spring. Oh don’t 
get me wrong they are 
waiting for that spring grass, 
but every day they are telling 
me “It’s not here yet, so 
where is the hay?”.  Winter is 
the vulnerable time with 
livestock and each week is a 
dance where I do my best to 
keep them growing, healthy 
and stockpiling that poop to 
use for compost. It’s not too 
much, but it’s everyday, 
grounding me here and 
reminding me to be grateful 



for summer time where all that hay came from. There are also a couple new calves with us this winter. 
We have one big ‘ol bottle baby called Tebo, and our girl Nell had baby Suzanna. They are both off to a 
healthy start and certainly add a ridiculous amount of cute to each winter day.   
 
Although there is still planning, animal care, and other responsibilities, there are enough of us here that 
a healthy break and reprieve is available for all of us. It’s the time of year where everyone seems to get a 
vacation in. I get out to go skiing! Plus everyone on the farm has had opportunity to connect with other 
farmers. This is both key for relaxation and inspiration. A farm trip was had to Vashon Island, where we 
got to see Peter (one of our interns from last season), and his new home and new team of horses. It’s a 
lovely spot, and he has a lovely team. In addition this year we were fortunate enough to be just down the 
road from the Farmer to Farmer draft powered farm conference. It was held at John and Heather 
Erskine’s place. John is the draft horse teacher for our intern program and it was really fun to get so 
many people to his place because he lives out the craft of workhorses each day. Things like these 
provide us excitement and inspiration to carry on doing the things that we do out here.  
Here’s to you, winter! But I’m pretty excited about spring. Much love, Adam 

 
Adam might be feeling the excitement of the 
spring, but we are definitely in the middle of 
what my friends back in the UK call the 
‘hungry gap’.  Too cool and too early for 
greens, and the storage crops are slowly 
dwindling. One thing that we still have in 
abundance is pie pumpkin. Winter newsflash! 
Despite its name, the pie pumpkin is delicious 

in other dishes besides pie. Like this soup! Hoping that you’re all eating and feeding each other well, Elizabeth  
 
 
 


